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SSMRV College Unveils MIT Square London's RAISE Centre Of
Excellence

Dec 20, 2023 

Bengaluru, Karnataka Dec 19, 2023 (Issuewire.com) - In a momentous occasion that echoed the aspirations of progress and ingenuity, the

unveiling of the RAISE Centre of Excellence (CoE) by SSMRV College, RV Educational Institutions, reverberated with the promise of

transformative change. The RAISE CoE is powered by MIT Square, London.

The inauguration ceremony was nothing short of a celebration of human intellect and collaborative spirit. Dignitaries, scholars, and pioneers

from diverse disciplines converged to witness the birth of this hub of research and innovation, which aspires to rede�ne the landscape of

technology and knowledge dissemination. Situated amidst the bustling corridors of innovation, this centre emerged as a beacon of hope,

symbolizing a new era in the realm of technological advancement and creative exploration.

The ceremony commenced with the ceremonial lighting of the lamps, marking the o�cial opening of the space that is poised to catalyze

innovation across multiple domains. Dr Geetha R, Principal of SSMRV, is the director of this pioneering CoE initiative. With a wealth of

experience and a passion for pushing the boundaries of knowledge, she will be playing a key role. Mr. Arunkumar Rajendran, the

International Relations O�cer, is the convener of the CoE. Dr M.S. Nagaraj (IQAC Coordinator) and Ms. Shanthi Krishna (HoD-Computer

Applications) will be supporting the programs and activities o�ered by the CoE.

Ms. Bhuvaneshwari Loganathan (Co-founder & COO of MIT Square, Asia) was invited as the chief guest. "RAISE Centre of Excellence like this

will serve as the nucleus for progress, fostering international collaboration, pushing boundaries, and driving innovation that can change the

world. It's the engine that propels us into the future, tackling challenges, and creating opportunities," remarked Ms. Bhuvaneshwari during

the inauguration ceremony.

Dr Mithileysh Sathiyanarayanan, a young CEO and Scientist at MIT Square London, and Mr Suman Kumar Das, a Patent Consultant at MIT

Square, Asia, were invited to give a talk on the importance of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR).

The keynote addresses, delivered by eminent personalities at the forefront of innovation, echoed a uni�ed vision: to foster an ecosystem

where creativity thrives, innovation and Intellectual Properties know no bounds. The discussions centered on leveraging emerging

technologies, fostering interdisciplinary international collaborations, and promoting an ethos of continuous learning.
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The RAISE Centre of Excellence isn't just a physical edi�ce; it embodies a commitment to pushing the envelope of what's possible.

Equipped with state-of-the-art creative thinking space, collaborative spaces, and resources aimed at accelerating research and

development, it stands as a testament to human potential and collective aspiration.

The inauguration of the RAISE Center of Excellence marks not just the beginning of a new chapter but the dawn of a new era--one

characterized by relentless innovation, collaboration, and the unwavering pursuit of excellence.

Media Contact

MIT Square Services Private Limited

*****@gmail.com

Source :SSMRV College

This article was originally published by IssueWire. Read the original article here.
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N. Korea �res 1 short-range ballistic missile into East Sea

N. Korea �res suspected ICBM toward East Sea

N. Korea slams S. Korean military chiefs' warning of retaliation

S. Korea to coordinate bilateral, trilateral measures with US, Japan against
NK provocations: o�cial
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NK leader Kim Jong-un marks 12th anniversary of father's death

Court orders state compensation for Brothers Welfare Center victims

Yoon vows to accelerate redevelopment of run-down homes

Hanshin University threatens Uzbek students planning to take legal
action over forced departure

Icicles along Han River

Nat'l Assembly passes 2024 budget of $503.5 bil.
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Gov't to again push for third-party reimbursement plan for forced labor
victims

DPK leader to attend New Year's meeting hosted by president Jan. 3

Foreign ministry's budget set at 4.19 trillion won for 2024

Japan protests Korean Supreme Court ruling on forced labor
compensation

Korea, Japan agree to realize 'full potential' in economic cooperation

Hundreds of �ights canceled, delayed as snowstorm hits Jeju
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EXO's 'The First Snow' tops streaming charts 10 years after release

[INTERVIEW] Admiral Yi Sun-sin's epic saga concludes in 'Noryang:
Deadly Sea'

Korea donates 6 helicopters to Kenya for UN peacekeeping

Han Dong-hoon to take over ruling party after resigning as justice
minister

Foreign minister nominee faces daunting task of �ne-tuning China
strategy

Japan protests Korean Supreme Court ruling on forced labor
compensation
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Civic groups �le petition with human rights body against athletes' Marine
boot camp

G-Dragon to create foundation to �ght drug abuse

Supreme Court again rules in favor of Korean victims of Japan's forced
labor

Arrest warrant sought for 2 suspects over vandalizing Seoul palace walls

Supreme Court rejects ex-prosecutor's compensation claim in 'MeToo'
case

S. Korea freezes under arctic cold snap
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Seoul City Stomp throws all-vinyl soul music party

Seth Mountain releases new album 'Hush' in time for Christmas

Former USFK base in Incheon fully returned to S. Korea

Korean, Benin FMs hold talks on bilateral ties, regional security

National Museum unveils new catalogs including Lee Kun-hee's donated
collection

Number of workers taking parental leave rises by most in more than
decade in 2022
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Korea, Japan agree to expand cooperation on digital shift, �nancial
innovation

Seoul Plaza ice skating rink to open Friday

Korean, Chinese business leaders to cooperate on stabilizing parts,
materials supply chain

French minister says EV subsidy policy not discriminatory against Korean
carmakers

1,620 individuals nabbed for illegally pocketing state subsidies worth
$105.6 mil.

Will probe into �rst lady begin after general elections?
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RECOMMENDED

Dec 22, 2023

China and Russia vow to press on with plans for wide-bodied passenger jet and Arctic shipping route

Dec 22, 2023

Boeing secures �rst Dreamliner delivery to China since 2019

Dec 22, 2023

NK succeeded in ICBM �ight test, re-entry technology unveri�ed: defense chief

Dec 22, 2023

Global Peace Convention highlights importance of peace-building

Dec 22, 2023

UN General Assembly passes NK human rights resolution for 19th consecutive year

Dec 22, 2023

Seoul urged to bolster defense against Pyongyang's evolving cyber threats

Dec 22, 2023

Kim's sister denounces UNSC meeting on NK's ICBM launch

Dec 22, 2023

Kim says ICBM shows he won't hesitate to launch nuclear attack in event of enemy's nuclear
provocations

Dec 22, 2023

Yoon calls for strengthening surveillance, reconnaissance against North Korea

Dec 22, 2023

N. Korean economy shrinks for 3rd consecutive year in 2022

Dec 22, 2023

[INTERVIEW] N. Korea may see mass exodus if China stops deportations

Dec 22, 2023

N. Korea touts ICBM launch as 'major success'

Dec 22, 2023

US rea�rms commitment to S. Korea after N. Korea warns US against making 'wrong' choice

Dec 22, 2023

Seoul urges China's 'constructive role' after Wang meets NK vice FM on day of ICBM launch

Dec 22, 2023

[INTERVIEW] 'Korean youths hold key to uni�cation'

Dec 22, 2023

NK leader says ICBM launch shows what option he has if US makes wrong decision

Dec 22, 2023

US condemns recent N. Korean ballistic missile launches: State Dept.
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Dec 22, 2023

Pyongyang �res suspected solid-fuel ICBM capable of reaching US mainland

Dec 22, 2023

Ruling party strongly condemns N. Korea's missile launches

Dec 22, 2023

[INTERVIEW] Activists cast bottled rice into West Sea in hope of reaching North Koreans
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